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ABSTRACT

We give an 0 (n) algorithm for constructing the rectangle of minimum area enclosing an
n-vcrtex convex polygon.

Keywords: computational geometry, geomelric approximation, minimum area rectangle,
enclosing rectangle, convex polygons, space planning.
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1. introduction.

The problem of finding a rectangle of minimal area that encloses a

given polygon arises, for example, in algorithms for the cutting stock problem and the
template layout problem (see e.g [4} and

rID.

In a previous paper, Freeman and Shapira

[2] show that the minimum area enclosing rectangle ~or an arbitrary (simple) polygon P is
the minimum area enclosing rectangle Rp of its convex hull. They give an algorithm
which first constructs the convex hull of the input polygon p. then constructs RI' in time
O(n 2 ), where n is the number of vertices of the hull.
In this paper we give an 0 (n) algorithm for constructing the rectangle of minimum
area enclosing an n-vcrtcx convex polygon. Ir our algorithm is combined with an O(s)

algorithm for finding the convex huH of an s-vertex simple polygon (e.g (S] or (3]), one
has an O(s) algorithm for finding the minimum area enclosing rectangle of an s-vertex
simple polygon. We remark that our algorithm resembles, and in fact was inspired by, an
algorithm in rCl}, p. 79, for finding the antipodal pairs of vcrtices of a convex polygon.
Seclion 2 has background matcrial. Section 3 gives the algorithm and proves the
bound on irs computing time, and the Appendix has implementation notes.
2. 8ackground.

A linl! of support of a simple polygon P [6] is a line L meeting the

boundary of P • such that P lies entirely on one side of L. It is well known (e.g [7]. p. 8)
that a convcx polygon possesses exactly two lines of support having a given slope.
By an I!nclosing ucrangll! of a polygon we mean a rectangle whose interior contains
the interior of the polygon. An rncasing rutangle is an enclosing rectangle R of minimal
arca among enclosing rectangles having sides with the same slopes as the sides of R (Figure 1).
Given any pair of parallel lines, and a second pair of pamllel lines perpendicular to
the first, the four lines have exactly four intersections. which are the vertices of a rectangle. Clearly an encasing rectangle of a convex polygon is the rectangle formed by two
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Figure J - Enclosing rectangle (left) and encasing rectangle (right)

perpendicular pairs (L"L 2). (L 3'£4) of parallel lines of support of [he polygon (Figure 2).
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Figure 2· Lines of support forming etu:asing rectangle

,I
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For each edge of a convex polygon, there is a unique encasing rectangle collinear
with that edge, namely the rectangle formed by the line of support L I collinear with the

edge, the unique line of support L 2 parallel to L. and the unique pair (L 3.L 4) of lines of
support perpendicular to L 1 (Figure 3).
Qur algorithm relies on:
TIIEOREM 2.1. ([2}) A rec/(Jllg[e of minimum area enclosing a convex polygon has a side col-

linear with

so~

edge of 'he polygon.

We summarize the algorithm. We will say that a rccranglc baving a side collinear

with an edge of a polygon is "'anchored" on that edge. From Theorem 2.1, it follows th:;.t
we can find the minimum area enclosing rectangle for a convex polygon by finding the
minimum of the areas of rhe encasing rectangles anchored on (he cdgcs of [he polygon.
For caeh edge, we determine the distance between the two lines of support of the
polygon parallel to thal edge (one of these lines is collinear with the edge), and the

L1

Fjgur~

L4

3 . Encasing r~clangle collinear with edge 0/ conY~.:c polygon
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distance between the two lines of support perpendicular to the first pair. The area of the

cncasing rectangle ancbored on this edge is the product of these distances. If we know
one vertex on each line of support, and the slope of the edge, then the distznccs between
the two pairs of lines of support can be computed in constant time. We determine a vcr[ex on each line of support by keeping track of the angle of rotation, from tbe current
edge, that we must go through to reach other edges, and observing that the four lines of

"

support arc respectively rotated through angles of 0, Z ,1f·and

~

radians from the

current edge.

3. The Algorllbm.

ALGORITHM MINIMUM_AREA_RECTANGLE
Input: a convex polygon P.
OUlput: The area A of a rcc(<lnglc of minimum area cnclosingP, and
an edge of P at which such a rcctangle can be anchored.

{ Beginning of comments.
Wc assumc that P is givcn in standard form ( [6]): (thc x and y coordinates of) its vcr.
tices {v,} (1 S i S n) arc listed in counterclockwise order. all vertices are distinct. no
three consecutive vertices are collinear. and the vertex with smallest y-eoordinate is listed
first (if there is a tie, choose the one with least x-coordinate).
indices i. j. k. m below are mod n. a. Il. "'I. and & are variables;
3.14159...

11'

is the constant

We use the following (constant-time) functions:
PERPDIST(XI. Yh X2. Y2 • .r)
{ returns lhe perpendicular distance from the line through (xl>Y'l)
with slope .I to the line through (.%2. YV with slope .r.J

ANGLE(i)
{rcturns [he countcrclockwise angle of rotation (in radians) between the
edge (Vi_I.VI) and the edgc (VI''''I+l).
End of comments.}
{Initialization}
a ,~O.O; j'~ 2;
k :- 2; "~~;

~,~

m:~

ANGLE(2);
2; &
~;

,=
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{Find arca of cncasing rectangle anchored on each edge.}
for i := 1 to n do begin
{ Find angle of rot arion of next edge of polygon}
if i > 1 then a := a + ANGLE(i);
{ Find a vertex on first perpendicular line of support}
while ~ < a

+;

j o=j

+ I;

do begin
~

0=

~

+ ANGLEU);

end;

{ Find a vertex on parallel line of support.}
while -y < a. + 'IT do begin
k 0= k + 1; '0=' + ANGLE(k);
end;

{ Find a vertex on second perpendicular line of support.}
while S < a +

m

;=

m

~

do begin

+ 1; S:= I; + ANGLE(m);

end;
{Find distances between parallel and perpendicular lines of support}
if Xl+! = Xj then begin
d I := IXJ: • X, I
d 2 := Iy... - Y1 I

end
else if Yf +1 = y, then begin
d I := Iy.t • y, I
d2:= Ix", -x) J
end

else begin
slope .-

(YI+l -

y,)
)

(XI +1 - Xt

d 1 := PERPDIST(xt •

y,.

Xl. Y1.

slope);

-1
d z := PERPDIST(..tj,Yj • .r.... J"'. -/--);
S

opt!

end;
{Compute area of encasing rectangle anchored on current edge.}
A, :=d.- d z;
if; = 1 or AI < A then begin
A := AI; edge := i;
end;
end.
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THEOREM 3.1.

Algorithm MINIMUM_AREA_RECTANGLEfinds t~ area of a minimum aua

enelosing rectangle of an n -VtrltX

conllf!X

polygon. and an edge at which such a rectangle can

be anchored. in time O(n).
Proof· As

j

increases from 1 to n. a. increases from 0 to a value less than 2'IT. It follows

that the values of

flo.

'Y.

and S never exceed 47r. Hence the value of any of these three

variables is altered at most 2n times. Hence the total time for all n executions of the
loop is O(2n) = O(n). D
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4. Appendb.

For implementation of the algorithm, we have developed improvements

appc<l~

to decrease actual running time. Since a sine or cosine calculation takes a

which

significantly greater time than an addition or multiplication, we replace the ANGLE
function by vector dot and cross products. The DOT and CROSS functions below essentially r,c(urn arccos and arcsin (respectively) of the angle between their vector arguments.
j can be computed by noting that arccos(O)

computed by using arcsin(O) < 0.0 for

'Jf

<

0.0 for ;

< 0 < ~ radians. k can be

< 0 < 2'Jl' radians, and m can be computed by

using arccos(O) > 0.0 for 0 > 3; radians.

The revised algorithm follows.
ALGORITHM MINL'dUM_AREA_RECTANGLE
Input; a convex polygon P.
Outputs: The area A of a rectangle of minimum area enclosing P, and
an edge of P at which such a rectangle can be anchored.
{ Beginning of comments.

We assume that P is given in standard form ([6]): (the x and y coordinates of) its vertices
{~'sl (1 s i s 'I) are listed in counterclockwise order, all vertices are distinct, no three
consecutive vertices arc collinear, and the vertex with smallest y-coordinate is listed first
(if there is a tie, choose the one with least x-coordinate).
indiccsi.i,k,m bclowaremodn.
We usc the following (constant-time) functions:

PERPDIST(xl,y l'xZ,Yz,s)
{rcturns the perpendicular distance from the Iinc through(xl.Yl)
with slope s to the line through (xz,yz) with slope s.}
DOTPR(cur ,nrt)
{rcturns the dot product of the vcctors from vectices cur to
CUT + 1 and nrt (0 n.:ct + 1. }

CROSSPR(cur ,rut)
{returns the eross product of the vectors from veericcs cur to
cur +1 and n:ct to tut +1. }
end of comments. }

· .. .
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{In irialization}
j := 1;

{Find area of encasing rectangle anchored on each edge.}
for i ;= 1 [0 n do begin
{ Find a verlex on first perpendicular line of support }
while DOTPR(i ,j) > 0.0 do begin
j := j

+1;

end;
{ Find a vertex on parallel line of support}
if i = 1 then k := j ;
while CROSSPR(i, k)

> 0.0 do begin

k:=k+l;
end;
{ Find a vertex on second perpendicular line of support }
if i = 1 [hen m := k;
while DOTPR(i .m) < 0.0 do begiu
m;=m+l;

end;
{Find dislances be[ween parallel and perpendicular lines of support}
if Xt+1 = Xt Ihen begin
d I := [xI: - Xl r
d2

:=

I)'", -)'j I

end

else if J'i+! = YI then begin
d l := IYI: -Yj I
d 2 := Ix", -Xj 1
end

else begin

Crt+! - )'j)

slope := (

XI+I- X j

);

d I := PERPDIST(xj, Yt. XI:. YI:. slope);

-1
d z := PERPDIST(xj.Yj.x",.y",. - ) ;

end;

slope

{Compute area of encasing rectangle anchored on current ~dge.}
AI

if

j

:= d l • d z;
= 1 or AI < A then begin
A := Aj ; edge := i;

end;
end.

